
 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 124 
19th AUGUST 2022 

 
GREETINGS: 
Another wonderful week in South Africa... Kensington kidnapping of 6 year old boy grabs headlines... 
Eishkom loadshedding back – Welcome darkness, my old friend... Randwater water cuts this 
weekend... Marikana Sharpeville moment, no change 10 years on – and a “deafening silence” from 
Pretoria... Zuma centre stage again, apparently at death’s door according to his legal team, but... 
Ramaphosa MIA in DRC for SADEC summit...Cele and SAPS minions living high on the hog with 
their expenditure on travel, accommodation and entertainment... SAPS brutality goes viral on social 
media... Mbeki and Malema in slanging match over scuttlebutt... massive strike threatened for next 
week... Fikile Mbalula eyes fuel levy to make up toll road losses... testimony to Parliament in 
Mkhwebane investigation indicates Public Protector reduced to little more than an arm of Security 
Agency... more chaos in Northwest Province as Nono (Nowhere Man) elected Provincial leader of 
ANC... Durban (Ethekwini) still without a City Manager a year on... Santam still reeling from massive 
KZN looting claims... Veldrif waterspout leaves trail of damage... TKZee Tshabalala dies... New 
Biden-appointed US Ambassador to SA with impeccable BEE credentials... Baboon-proof cages for 
humans at Cape farmstall... 
75th Anniversary of India’s independence and the “Horrors of Partition”... 12 months since Biden’s 
abject untimely withdrawal from Afghanistan and the “Horrors of Taliban Rule” descended of Afghani 
women and girls... Much monkey talk about the “horrors of monkeypox”... Tensions across the 
Taiwan Straits continue... Peloponnesian War over US hegemony?... Another week, another batch 
of UK rail strikes... Liz all trussed up by recorded comments on work-shy Britons... bewildered Labour 
Party want backdated taxes levied in UK... panic over inflation... mustard shortage in UK – whatever 
next?... Expats hit by state pension blunder – lost in the post?... Dutch Philips market value halved 
by health product recall – CEO canned...massive European multibillion Euro food frauds revealed – 
fake olive oil, nitrate injected time expired tuna... massive oil scams in Nigeria... dual vaccine for 
original and omicron Covid licensed for use in UK... 
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ATLAS AIR TO AIR: 
 

 
A Royal Air Force Atlas C1 (A400M) transport aircraft has been refuelled over the South Atlantic for the first time. 
 

The Air-to-Air Tanking operation was conducted from a RAF Voyager aircraft flying from the 
Falklands Islands. The Atlas C1 A400M was flown from RAF Brize Norton to the Ascension Island, 
before then flying on to the Falklands. During the flight the transport aircraft was met by a RAF 
Voyager over the South Atlantic that had earlier taken off from the RAF Mount Pleasant complex, 
the principal military base on the Falkland Islands. The Atlas aircraft was refuelled using what is 
known as the probe-and-drogue system.  The refuelling probe extends from the front of the transport 
aircraft above the cockpit.  The pilot then has to dock this probe into the basket of the drogue that 
has been extended from the Voyager to allow refuelling. The Captain of the Atlas aircraft was 
Squadron Leader Al Spence from 30 Squadron. Air-to-Air refuelling is one of the most difficult 
manoeuvres that pilots carry out and requires intense concentration from both the crews. The 
operation requires the pilot of the receiving aircraft to maintain close formation with the tanker aircraft 
for the duration of the activity while fuel is transferred by the Mission Systems Operator, flying in the 
Voyager. Air-to-Air refuelling is one of the most difficult manoeuvres that pilots carry out and requires 
intense concentration from both the crews. The operation requires the pilot of the receiving aircraft 
to maintain close formation with the tanker aircraft for the duration of the activity while fuel is 
transferred by the Mission Systems Operator, flying in the Voyager. The successful completion of 
this sortie increases the capability of the RAF Brize Norton based Air Mobility Wing to deliver 
essential cargo right to where it needs to be. The flight demonstrated that increased capability to 
deliver freight and personnel to the South Atlantic when required. Presented annually, this 
prestigious award recognises excellence on operational activities and the Royal Air Force station 
that has done the most to sustain and enhance the reputation of the Service. 
 
REGIMENT HAS UAVS COVERED: 
 

 

RAF Regiment Gunners are currently being trained 
to operate the ORCUS Counter-Uncrewed Air 
System (C-UAS). The threat from Uncrewed Air 
System is escalating, whether that be directly to air 
safety or our security, both within the UK and 
overseas on operations. The extensive use of 
Uncrewed Air System in the Ukraine and the 
Middle East, clearly demonstrates the need for C-
UAS capabilities, the cornerstone of which needs 
to be highly trained, equipped and motivated 
workforce.                                                                                                             
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Developed as part of Project Synergia, ORCUS can detect, track, identify and, if necessary, 
defeat hostile drones, improving the protection of key infrastructure including air bases around the 
UK and Overseas. In future a number of additional C-UAS capabilities will be introduced. The 
ORCUS system can be rapidly deployed anywhere in the country in support of emergency services 
in the event of a drone-based crisis. Due to the serious nature of the threat posed by rogue drones 
to the UK, the programme is considered of high importance to national security. “The increasing 
growth of the C-UAS problem and its relevance in modern warfare has presented a unique 
opportunity for the Force Protection Force to demonstrate its ability to embrace technological 
advancements take on the capability in accordance with the needs of the RAF, Defence and the 
country as a whole. The new system is scalable and is operated by a highly trained unit that can 
provide specialist point defence from both Air and Ground attacks. It is an immense privilege for 2 
Force Protection Wing to lead on the provision of Fixed Site C-UAS on behalf of the RAF. A majority 
of personnel on the Wing, and its composite Squadrons have deployed to operational theatres where 
they have experienced first-hand the very real and extremely potent threat posed from Uncrewed 
Air System” Wing Commander Wiseman, Officer Commanding 2 Force Protection Wing. 
 
RAF LOSSIEMOUTH BOBAAS: 
 

 
RAF Lossiemouth has been awarded the George Stainforth Trophy, acknowledging the extraordinary efforts made by 
station personnel throughout 2021. 
 

RAF Lossiemouth Station Commander Group Captain Lee accepted the award from the Deputy 
Commander, Air Operations, Air Marshal Sir Mayhew. Presented annually, this prestigious award 
recognises excellence on operational activities and the Royal Air Force station that has done the 
most to sustain and enhance the reputation of the Service. The Trophy, commissioned to 
commemorate the long and distinguished career of Wing Commander George Hedley Stainforth 
AFC, was first presented in 1974. Since 2010, the trophy has been awarded annually. RAF 
Lossiemouth was praised for its commitment to supporting their team through innovative projects 
focused on physical and mental well-being particularly during COVID restrictions. One example was 
the LiveWell@Lossie campaign and accompanying website which hosted local walking, running and 
cycling routes as well as home-based workouts, pre- and post-natal fitness support and pathways 
back to fitness. The contribution made by Team Lossie to wider civic and community life was also 
formally recognised.  Personnel had deployed across the UK to support NHS Vaccination 
Programmes, NHS Ambulance Services and responded to national crisis including providing trained 
fuel tanker drivers.  The impressive charitable and volunteering work undertaken 
by Team Lossie members in their own time was also highlighted as being a force for good in the 
wider area. “I am really proud of how our personnel stepped up in a time of national need to help 
those who were struggling. When the call came, Team Lossie did its part to ensure the whole 
population got the extra support it needed during some extraordinary circumstances. That’s what we 
do here”. Group Captain Lee, RAF Lossiemouth Station Commander 
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CHINOOKS BACK ON THE RESERVE: 
 

 
Two Chinooks from RAF Odiham have returned home after supporting the UK-led NATO enhanced Forward Presence 
in the Baltic Region since 8 July 2022. 
 

Based out of Amari Air Base in Estonia, the deployment was an opportunity for the RAF Chinooks to 
train with a wide range of allies and partners and demonstrate the battle winning capabilities of the 
aircraft to international colleagues. It proved to be a busy period for the detachment, with more than 
1600 passenger movements and 13.5 tonnes of freight transported. In just a short amount of time, 
Aviation Task Force 3 was able to share the Chinook’s capabilities with US, Belgian, French, 
Finnish, Estonian and Danish military personnel, as well as with members of the public, at the Baltic 
International Air Show in Latvia, and journalists from Estonia and Finland. Following the successful 
handover from the Puma Force based at RAF Benson, the Chinook Force element of Aviation Task 
Force 3 hit the ground running and immediately began working alongside UK, US and European 
assets. On 19 July 2022 the Chinook Force welcomed Her Majesty’s Ambassador to Estonia, Mr 
Ross Allen, accompanied by the Defence Attaché, who visited Aviation Task Force 3. Her Majesty’s 
Ambassador spent time talking to the deployed personnel and received a familiarisation flight of the 
local area we used for training. 
Exercise VIGILANT FOX commenced on 26 July 22, where the Chinook Force worked alongside 
the UK’s C Company from 2 RIFLES. The 70 Riflemen were transported via Chinook from 
Santahamina to Niinisalo, Finland to undertake a four-day validation exercise with the Finnish 
Karelian Brigade and Jaeger Guard Regiment. For the UK Chinooks, the exercise preparation began 
with 3-days of joint ground training interspersed with 2, 3 and 4-ship sorties. Flying in tri-lateral mixed 
formation at low level and into confined areas brought the aviation units to the same standard and 
reinforced existing procedures. Aviation Task Force 3 were involved in a number of key activities, 
including the transportation of 7.5 tonnes of materiel to Vaindloo Island. This was in support of the 
Estonian Navy, who could not complete the task organically due to the lack of a port on the island. 
The under-slung load capability of the Chinook was utilised and facilitated by the Joint Helicopter 
Support Squadron, making for an uncommon sight in the skies of Estonia, which does not have its 
own Support Helicopter Force. 
 
“A SPECIAL KIND OF SOLDIER” 
 

Brendan O'Carroll, a New Zealand author and Long-Range Desert Group (LRDG) historian has 
recently published his latest book 'Fighting with The Long Range Desert Group Merlyn Craw MM's 
War 1940 - 1945' in which there was an interesting piece relating a couple of days in June 1941 
when Kiwis and Rhodesians held an impromptu sports event at the Zighen oasis in the Libyan desert.                     
Major Ralph Bagnold of the Royal Signals had spent significant time in the 1930's exploring the 
desert regions of North Africa by vehicle. His knowledge and expertise were recognised by General 
Wavell who ordered Bagnold to set up a reconnaissance unit. From this the Long-Range Desert 
Group was instigated in June 1940. New Zealanders were the initial recruits for this new unit. As the 
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unit expanded, Rhodesians and also British soldiers from the Brigade of Guards and the 
Yeomanry were added. Those who served with the LRDG were a special kind of soldier. To serve 
successfully with the LRDG you had to be prepared to get along with your comrades, be tough and 
resourceful, and it was these factors, brought about by a largely rural upbringing, that set Rhodesians 
and Kiwis apart from the rest. Desert conditions could at times affect a man's mind. The often-regular 
cycle of bitterly cold nights through to the severe heat in the day, drained some men both physically 
and mentally. This along with little water, fatigue, personal or war stress and exceptionally hot 
temperatures could lead to a condition known as 'cafard' or desert madness, where a man's eyes 
became glazed, as he stared with a bewildered vacant look out into the horizon. Shade, rest, and 
plenty of water usually improved this malaise. In mid1941, the Rhodesians developed a refreshing 
concoction to help overcome this condition. They called it an 'antiqibli pick me up' that consisted of 
equal parts of rum and lime juice. This seemed to make the men cope better with the extreme 
conditions, at times. “Then came the main event of the day, the 'All Blacks' versus the 'Springboks.'               
When both teams were lined up on the field, our team gave them the 'Haka'. After it was finished 
Lieutenant Olivey, (Lt. J.R.(John) Olivey) who was playing for the Springboks, ran to his truck and 
took his false teeth out saying, "This looks like it is going to be tough!" Vic Heard (Pte. V.J. Heard) 
is the best 'Pakeha' (European) I have ever seen doing a Haka. At half time we led 3 - 0 and never 
got the ball out of the scrum once. Their backs were good, but our backs were good tacklers which 
saved us the game. The end of the game saw us in the lead 6-0 and only once did our forwards heel 
the ball out of the scrum. The first half was 10 minutes and both sides decided it was too long, so 
the second half was 7 minutes. That put us in the lead. Then came the main event of the day, the 
'All Blacks' versus the 'Springboks.' When both teams were lined up on the field, our team gave them 
the 'Haka'. After it was finished Lieutenant Olivey, (Lt. J.R.(John) Olivey) who was playing for the 
Springboks, ran to his truck and took his false teeth out saying, "This looks like it is going to be 
tough!" Vic Heard (Pte. V.J. Heard) is the best 'Pakeha' (European) I have ever seen doing a Haka. 
At half time we led 3 - 0 and never got the ball out of the scrum once. Their backs were good, but 
our backs were good tacklers which saved us the game. The end of the game saw us in the lead 6-
0 and only once did our forwards heel the ball out of the scrum. The first half was 10 minutes and 
both sides decided it was too long, so the second half was 7 minutes. That put us in the lead. The 
next item was tea which consisted of gazelle which S Patrol had shot on recce on the Zella Road. It 
was very good. After tea we had a smoke concert. There was plenty of wine and rum and a very 
enjoyable evening was spent by all”.  
Fighting with the Long-Range Desert Group, Merlyn Craw MM's War 1940-1945. Published in hardback by Pen & 
Sword, UK in May 2022. This work tells a gritty and detailed story of life and action in the LRDG, through 253 pages and 
150 images. The book is available both internationally and in New Zealand, as a signed copy directly from the author:  
 
MEMBERS WRITE: 
 

Bruce Prescott sent in some interesting commercial aviation snippets: 
Airlink (South Africa) is adding nonstop Cape Town – Maputo flights from 31 August 2022, with 
ERJ135/145. Growing regionally. 
South African Airways has been granted 90 days to provide the necessary documentation to the 
Air Services Licensing Council, or risk losing its operating license. 
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Emirates Chairman Tim Clark again said that both the 777-9 and A350-1000 are “too small” to 
replace the A380. Noting that the airline filled its aircraft into Heathrow with six daily services, Clark 
says that “the math tells you that you need a big unit, much bigger than we’re getting at the moment. 
The biggest one will be the 777-9… which in our configuration will seat 364 people against 484 on 
the A380s…” Airbus ended production of the A380 last year after delivering a total of just 251 of the 
type. Emirates operates more than half of them. 
Korean Air will resume using its 747-8 passenger aircraft on the Seoul-Atlanta route starting in 
October. Korean Air currently flies the route with 777-300ER on a daily basis, alongside Delta’s daily 
A350-900. The airline has 9 747-8Is and 7 747-8 Freighters. 
 
CHEERS FOR TODAY: 
 

And so the end of other wonderful wild and woolly week in SA...  
The days are getting steadily longer and the early of Spring despite the cold snaps and snow on the 
mountains…  
Our next lunch to brighten the bleak outlook will be the Battle of Britain Ladies Lunch at the 
Wanderers on Friday 9th September 12h30 for 13h00... As normal, limited wine will be available on 
the table. Price remains R250 per head and we request you to pay by EFT to our account - Nedbank 
- Melrose Arch - Br: 19 66 05 - Account 19 66 278 063. Please note that we are committed to pay 
for the number of meals booked. Look forward to seeing as many of you, with your Ladies, as 
possible... Courtesy of Arnie Meneghelli, we will be treated to another Flypast by the Flying Lions, 
led by Scully Levin, at 13h00... Don’t be late, or you will miss it! 
And so... keep the bright side up... and enjoy this edition of Ramblings... and the nostalgic piece on 
our once-proud railway system at the end... 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

DEAD CERT 
Julias Malema goes to a fortune teller and asks her what will happen in the near future.  
She says, "I see you in a limousine driving through a happy crowd... The people laugh and applaud, 
jump to express their happiness, and they all have big smiles on their faces." 
Malema asks her, "Do I wave back to the crowd?" 
"No", she says, "The coffin is closed." 
 
ODDS and ENDS: 
 

Best friends graduated from medical school at the same time & decided that in spite of two 
different specialties, they would open a practice together to share office space... 
Dr Smith was a Psychiatrist & Dr Jones was a Proctologist, who deals with disorders of the rectum, 
anus, and colon. 
They put up a sign reading “Dr Smith & Dr Jones - Hysterias Posteriors” 
The town council was livid and insisted they change it. 
So, the docs changed it to read “Schizoids & Haemorrhoids” 
This was also not acceptable, so they again changed the sign to “Catatonics & High Colonics” 
- no go. 
Next, they tried... “Manic Depressives & Anal Retentives” - thumbs down again.  
Then came… 
“Minds and Behinds” - still no good. 
Another attempt resulted in... “Lost Souls & Butt Holes” - unacceptable again!  
So they tried “Analysis & Anal Cysts” - not a chance! 
“Nuts and Butts” - no way! 
“Freaks and Cheeks” - still no good! 
“Loons and Moons” - forget it! 
Almost at their wits end, the docs finally came up with: 
“Dr Smith & Dr Jones, Specializing in Odds & Ends”... Everyone loved it....  
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THE WAY IT WAS.... 
 
 
TH  

 
The abandoned Vondeling Station Building (on the line between Oudtshoorn and Willowmore in the Karoo) 
 

The Station Foreman: 
The Karoo has always been an interesting conversation topic among most people who, in the 1950’s, 
60’s and 70’s, have at some or other travelled through this semi desert like region of South Africa, 
be it by motor car or by one of the many scheduled passenger trains in those early years, but how 
many of those travelers have ever spared a thought for the many railway staff members who manned 
all those many wayside stations along the main railway line from Cape Town in to the northern 
regions of South Africa. In my time on the South African Railways, in the Cape Western System, 
between Wellington and De Aar there were 71 manned stations and between Touwsrivier and De 
Aar there were 27 halfway crossing interloops before Centralised Traffic Control was introduced in 
the mid 70’s. Each of those manned stations had a Station Master and 3 Station Foremen as well 
as a few labourers and all had housing provided for by the railway administration. The Station Master 
and the labourers worked normal daytime working hours, but the 3 station Foremen worked shifts 
around the clock, 6-2, 2-10 and 10-6am. A large part of the main railway line of the Western Cape 
section runs through the vast arid and barren central plateau, but more widely known as the Great 
Karoo. It is a dry area with extreme climatic conditions, but also with colourful sunsets, tantalizing 
secrets and sometimes unknown mysteries.  In this part of the route to the north of our country there 
is also a special kind of tranquility, peace and attraction, which is unique to this landscape where 
the tough stunted Karoo bushes provide pasture for the farmer and his large flocks of sheep, even 
though it has not rained for years. This important main railway line to the North weaves through this 
area connecting the Western Cape province with all the major cities of our Northern Provinces.  
Over this extensive railway line, apart from the many scheduled passenger trains, there were a 
multitude of goods trains conveying coal, iron ore, cement, fertilizer, various agricultural products 
and livestock that were regularly railed down to the Cape and also bound for the international 
markets via our harbours and likewise the return route from Cape Town the freight trains were there 
for wheat, wine, fruit and machinery from the Cape and also from the international markets abroad 
to our northern provinces. Over the years, traffic on this busy railway line had increased considerably 
and also grown along with the development of our entire country. A third railway line had in the mid-
1950s then been installed at all Karoo stations and hurriedly completed to make the passage and 
crossing of more trains possible and easier. Also, in 1953 more powerful 25 NC class, as well as the 
25 class Condenser locomotives were imported from Germany and the United Kingdom to cope with 
the longer and heavier train loads. The train loads later became so long that most station foremen 
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at these wayside mainline stations were provided with standard type bicycles to be able to hand 
over the tablets (Section-to-Section authority tokens) for trains crossing at their stations if they had 
to stop there and wait for another train to either pass or cross them on this busy single main line.  
The Karoo stations, which are far between each other, are lonely, sweltering hot and very dry in the 
summer months, bitterly cold in the winter months and the sections between these stations 
sometimes covered long distances. This railway line placed a high demand and required a great 
sacrifice from our railway men and women who, between Touwsrivier, Beaufort West and De Aar, 
apart from the farming community, mainly made up the entire population of the Karoo. From 
Touwsrivier there were a few large towns, such as Laingsburg, Leeu Gamka, Beaufort West and 
Hutchinson with a little more than the daily basic needs, but at the smaller wayside stations, the staff 
were inadvertently deprived of all the usual social contact, often far from basic medical services and 
hospitals and their children sometimes had to travel long distances to school by train or were placed 
in boarding schools which were far from their homes and only coming home during the school 
holidays. Fresh water was also a relatively major problem at certain stations and had to be delivered 
regularly by train, these trains, called “Pickup trains”, were specially scheduled to stop and shunt at 
all the stations between Touwsriver and De Aar and they also had special freshwater tank trucks 
attached on certain days to cater for the station staff water needs. These Pickup trains also brought 
all kinds of general merchandise for all the general needs of the staff of these small towns and 
wayside stations all along the railway line as well as empty trucks for the local farmers to load their 
livestock and agricultural products that were bound for the big towns and even the far-off cities. In 
1974 I can still clearly remember the time I relieved in Leeu Gamka where there were two footplate 
crew sets stationed, two drivers and two assistants. One crew worked the day shift, and the other 
crew worked the night shift, and we were kept busy as in the early 70’s the main line rail traffic had 
escalated to unprecedented volumes. When we were pulled off the main line into one of those many 
wayside station interloops where we had to cross a train or wait sometimes an hour or more for 
some passenger or fast goods train to pass us, I used to occasionally walk to the station foreman to 
pass the time and just to have a chat. Entering his station signal cabin, I was rather surprised at the 
orderly neatness of his small compact “office”, so to speak, the signal handle steel frame assembly 
which was used to control all the relevant station signals, dominated the major part of the signal 
cabin. There was also a desk, chairs, a cupboard or bookshelf and a single plate coal fired stove 
mainly for heating purposes as the Karoo highlands night temperatures can quickly plummet below 
freezing point soon after the sun sets. In 1974, fresh out of the Esselen Park college, as a senior 
assistant I was sent to Leeu Gamka for relief duty as assistant to driver Badenhorst. After Leeu 
Gamka closed down in 1962 as a steam relief depot it became a two-man permanent electric depot, 
two drivers and two assistants. We worked mainly to Beaufort West and Laingsburg catering for all 
the intermediate station needs and also taking complete loads that had been stabled by crewmen 
who had been on duty more than the required 12 hours and had requested a relief crew, but most 
of the time their train loads were directed onto one of the station interloops where they uncoupled 
from their loads and “hightailed” it for their home depot just with their locomotives. I can still 
remember, as we ran through the stations sometimes on a Saturday evening, seeing a fire burning 
outside one of the staff houses with people standing around the fire chatting and also some were 
even dancing to real golden oldies music. Just a few people, most probably the station off duty 
station foremen and a few of the adjoining station staff members having a Saturday evening braai 
get together. As we passed them, they waved and shouted greetings, all happily enjoying 
themselves even though they were in the heart of a dark and semi desert like Karoo environment. It 
just goes to show us that even though you are out in the middle of “nowhere” you can still enjoy 
yourself if you really put your mind to it. For these railway men and women, we should pay tribute to 
a combination of dedicated people who worked under extreme circumstances and should we also 
say, as the saying goes, "Hats off” to you guys, because they also performed a very necessary and 
important service to keep the wheels turning for the development of our country. (Mervyne Matthee in 
“Footplate Memories”) 


